The relativity of integrity testing by telemetry in the diagnosis of cochlear implant defect: A case study and literature review.
This paper report a rare case that showed the limitation of integrity testing by telemetry in detecting the cause of cochlear implant defect. We are reporting the case of a 45-year-old female who received a cochlear implant 10 years ago, owing to a profound bilateral sensorineural hearing loss. Following the cochlear implant the patient's speech discrimination threshold improved dramatically. In March 2009, after a car accident, the patient was unable to hear. The clinical and radiological examination revealed no abnormality, nor did the telemetry test, with normal implant function and normal NRT. The proceeding medical treatment with a corticosteroid therapy and hearing rehabilitation brought no improvement. Thus we decided to revise both implantations. The cochlear reimplantation was postoperatively found to have brought a marked improvement in the hearing and speech discrimination threshold. Conclusively we chose to perform a second cochlear reimplantation on the opposite side which after surgery revealed the same postoperative result. The telemetry test does not always enable one to discover the cause of the cochlear implant failure.